BluTab®

DENTAL UNIT WATER LINE TREATMENT

Inhibits the Growth of Microbial Contamination in Dental Unit Waterlines

CAUTION
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
SEE BACK PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

ACTIVE INGREDIENT
Silver 0.477%
OTHER INGREDIENTS 99.523%
TOTAL 100.000%

NET CONTENTS: 50 TABLETS (0.74 OZ. TOTAL)
7042 SOUTH REVERE PARKWAY, SUITE 400
CENTENNIAL, CO 80112
REORDER NO.: BT20
TOLL FREE: 1-888-843-3343

Storage and Disposal
Storage
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal.
Store in a cool dry place.

Disposal:
If empty, Place in trash or offer for recycling if available.
If partly filled: Call your solid waste agency (or 1-800-CL-EANUP) for disposal instructions.

OUTER CONTAINER
Non refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container.
Offer for recycling if available or dispose of the empty container in trash.

Distributed by: Pro Edge Dental Products
Centennial, CO 80112
EPA Reg. No. 84020-1
EPA Establishment No. 84065-MO-001

Clinical monitoring of water quality can ensure that procedures are being performed correctly and are effective. Test water quality monthly to establish effectiveness of your maintenance program. If water quality results approach or exceed requirements, repeat Initial Treatment.

Precautionary Statements:
Hazard to Humans and Domestic Animals.
CAUTION:
Tablet may cause moderate eye irritation. Avoid contacting tablet with eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling tablets and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, or using tobacco.

First Aid:
If in Eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first five minutes and continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Hotline Number:
In case of emergency call toll free 1-866-290-1830. Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment.

BluTab® Waterline Maintenance Tablets are designed to be continuously present in your dental unit water system.

Directions for Use
IT IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL LAW TO USE THIS PRODUCT IN A MANNER INCONSISTENT WITH ITS LABELING. READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT.

Initial Treatment
Before starting a treatment program with BluTab® Waterline Maintenance Tablets, flush lines with a water line cleaner or another product recommended by the equipment manufacturer to remove line buildup or deposits. When flushing dental unit water lines, always follow a recognized line flushing/cleaning protocol. Repeat flushing to clean lines every 2 months or more frequently when water quality results indicate.

Routine Treatment
1. Place tablet or tablets (see table below) in empty dental unit water bottle every time you refill the water. BluTab® Waterline Maintenance Tablets are intended for use with potable water (including tap or distilled).
2. Fill bottle with desired volume of water and connect to dental unit. Tablet dissolves in a few minutes.
3. BluTab® Waterline Maintenance Tablets may be left in the water lines over night and for extended periods of non-use. Use water solution until it is expended or up to 28 days. It is not necessary to purge lines at the end of each day.

WATER VOLUME
2 L (68 fl. oz.)
4 L (135 fl. oz.)

TABLETS
1
2

Note: BluTab® Waterline Maintenance Tablets are designed to be continuously present in your dental unit water system. It is not necessary to purge lines at the end of each day.